FOR YOU MUM
She gives the biggest gift to you
In a natural way
How life could be true
And you can’t go away
There is a fairy tale feeling
That stand in your journey
And if you are crying
She can make a beautiful day
How sun show us is brightness
Love always opens heart
She is the only sweetness
That made you a perfect art
For the most important hero
She created me starting from zero
Dario Lozitiello
Olimpia Lobefaro

Fire
You always drink
To tell me
What you think
About me

I would try
To argue you
But you always cry
I don’t guess you

Give me freedom
Give me fire
Give me a reason
I became a fighter

I’m not a liar
My heart is on fire

Capodiferro Gianlorenzo,
Digregorio Antonello
Petruzzi Maria Rosaria

Love in love
The air entries in my heart
And I fall in love with you
But I escape with the kart
From the place to meet the truth

I eat your love
This is my art
But I won
The battle of my heart

It’s summer now
I want only you
But I boring now
Because there isn’t you

We are Michael and Luca
And for forgetting, we drink a Sambuca

Luca Porfido
Capparelli Michael

NATURE & RELAX
I really like the nature

A

especially in spring

B

because there are a lot of creatures

A

that I see when I do jogging .

B

When I watch flowers and trees in mountain C
I’m very happy to see them; D
Everything relaxes my brain C
and eliminates any problem. D

When I go to the sea, E
I’m under the sun,

F

To drink a cold tea E
and this is very fun . F

I love the nature because his sound G
Comes from the ground . G
MARCO NATUZZI

BRAZIL 2014
World is like a ball
Some nation are in
competition
This summer, Brazil attends
all
Win this cup is our mission
The best player of the
world
were prepared for the
match
The supporters are young
and old
and we attend the day to
watch
The air is full of strength
The audience cheers with fury
planes travels around the world for all his length
We hope that Italy will arrive to the glory
The fields are green and sunny
We hope that the match will be funny.
Dinardo Francesco
Digregorio Saverio
Meola Gianluca

